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Abstract

This paper proposes a reduced 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic current of all power supply units and ac drives which effects of
heating neutral cables and transformer. The commercial or automation building require the operation of many parallel-connected
switch mode power supply and ac drive on the same bus and transformer. Such a system significantly increases the high neutral
current and power quality problems on the distribution network. The existing system mainly consists of switch mode power
supply and a three phase ac drive for compressor loads (common to HVAC applications). A passive power filter (PPF) and
a low rating APF (Active Power Filter) at point of common coupling (PCC) are used to power quality enhancement in the
distribution system. A PPF is designed to reduce the harmonics and to compensate the reactive power in the distribution system
and the APF located at an upstream position near main distribution broads (MDB), it performs the compensation for harmonic
current which is produced from all of drive and for remaining harmonics after the PPFs can been operation. The Hybrid Power
Filter System (HPFs) is the combination of PPF and APF which mostly use for reducing harmonic currents and improving
power quality of the system. Finally, using the HPFs to solve this problem, the results can reduce distortion and neutral current.
c⃝ 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 6th International Conference on Power and Energy Systems Engineering (CPESE
2019).
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1. Introduction

The modern office is brimming with electronic appliances that draw non-sinusoidal currents. These nonlinear
plug-in appliances include personal computers, printers, monitors, fax machines, and photocopiers. Nonlinear
equipment such as fluorescent lamps with electronic ballasts and high-efficiency HVAC (heating, venting, and air-
conditioning) systems with ac drives are also sources of harmonic currents in commercial building. Although most
electronic appliances are energy-efficient, they typically have a low power factor when all the harmonic frequencies
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Fig. 1. Single line diagram of existing system.

are taken into accounts. The resulting harmonic currents increase the amps per watt drawn by electronic appliances.
An abundance of harmonic current, coupled with a high demand load and heavy plug loads, may consume any spare
current-carrying capacity designed into the building transformers and conductors. As shown in Fig. 1, the current
drawn by single-phase electronic appliances is typically rich in third harmonic. The presence of even numbered
harmonics is not at all typical and indicates either a malfunction of the appliance which should be identified and
removed or replaced or an appliance with a halfwave rectifier such as an electric hand tool. The relative power
consumption of the electronic appliance and the percent of total harmonic distortion (THD) determine how much
the appliance contributes harmonic current to the building wiring system. While some office loads may have a
high percent of distortion, the actual amount of harmonic current they contribute to the building wiring may be
insignificant [1,2]. In this paper, focusing on solving problems by installing a HPFs can increase the power factor
and reduce the harmonic current and distortion as well as use the computer to calculate as show in Fig. 2. Finally,
can solve the problem of resonance according to the needs of the automation building.

Fig. 2. Single line diagram of existing system with HPFs.

2. Harmonic generation

2.1. Harmonic generated by SMPS

Because the SMPS has become the standard computer power supply, they are found in large quantities in
commercial buildings. Acting together, the multitude of SMPS units can badly distort what started out as a sine wave
voltage and current waveform. The SMPS is not without its downside, however. The operation of the diode bridge
and accompanying smoothing capacitor is very non-linear in nature. That is, it draws current in non-sinusoidal
pulses at the peak of the voltage waveform as see in Fig. 3(a) and (b). This non-sinusoidal current waveform is
very rich in 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic currents.

2.2. Harmonic generated by ac drives [2]

This article focuses on the largest share of power electronic loads in today’s buildings, ac drives, which are a form
of power electronics used to vary the speed of the motor they serve. Globally speaking, motors account for more
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Fig. 3. Waveform and spectrum of harmonic current for SMPS.

than two-thirds of electricity consumed by the industrial sector, and also for nearly 50% of all electricity consumed
by commercial buildings. This is significant when one considers that 75% of motor applications are variable torque
fan, pump, and compressor loads (common to HVAC applications) that can greatly benefit in reducing energy
consumption by employing ac drives. The ac drive is an important source of harmonics in the system and affects
the electrical system as seen in Fig. 4(a) and (b).

Fig. 4. Waveform and spectrum of harmonic current for ac drive.

2.3. Harmonic generated by UPS

The main purpose of the converter section of the UPS is to convert the ac utility power to dc power. The amount
of harmonics can vary greatly, depending on the type of converter. The most popular power electronics used for this
process are the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). The harmonic currents and waveforms can be generated
from UPS with IGBT switching as seen in Fig. 5(a) and (b).

Fig. 5. Waveform and spectrum of harmonic current for UPS.

2.4. Harmonic generated by single phase power supply (SPPS)

In PWM rectifier the power factor and THD has improved by replacing the diodes by switches and by controlling
the pulses given to these switches. Today, insulated gate bipolar transistors are typical switching devices. The current
drawn by single-phase electronic appliances is typically rich in third harmonic as seen in Fig. 6(a) and (b).
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Fig. 6. Waveform and spectrum of harmonic current for SPPS.

3. Research methodology

To measure the load characterization under different supply locations, an instrument Movolog Pro PQ analyzer
by GOSSEN, Metrel power meter and Fluke 435 which power quality class A was used. The instrument also had a
harmonics measurement module that was used to obtain the consumed current spectrum for the load under different
test conditions. In order to carry out the test, it was necessary to establish a wide range of harmonic voltage and
current measurements. The testing procedures were set as follows [1–3]:

• Monitor existing values of harmonics and check against recommended levels
• Identify equipment that generates harmonics
• Observe existing background levels and track the trends of voltage and current harmonics (daily)
• Make measurements with and without nonlinear loads connected, and determine the harmonic driving point

impedance at given locations.

4. Hybrid filter configurations

Several filter configurations are available to the electrical filter designer. The HPFs is combination of the passive-
shut or Passive Power Filter (PPF) and Active-shut filter or Active Power Filter (APF), which can be very easy for
limit harmonic voltage and currents of the system as show in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The HPFs configuration.

4.1. HPFs configuration

Conventionally, the PPFs are used to eliminate line current harmonics and to increase the loads power factor due
to its very low cost. In order to solve harmonic problem and power factor from the loads, the PPFs are recommended.
The 3rd, 5th filter and 7th filter can be used. The target power factor is unity. The APF is emerged as an alternative
solution for power quality problem from converters. In this, the PPFs are filtering the predominant harmonics and
anti parallel resonance in the system (must been expert designer) [6]. After the PPFs installation, the 3rd, 5th and
7th harmonic currents are reduced. Hence the capacity of the shut APF is smaller than that of the parallel APF for
the same non-linear loads. As a result, the HPF is suitable for high power applications [7,8].
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4.2. HPFs operation principle

In operation, PPFs compensate for the major harmonics at the position near the loads. Therefore, the harmonic
flow is limited and the harmonic impacts, such as malfunction of sensitive equipment, burnt of electronic component
and increase in power loss, are effectively reduced. The APF is located at an upstream position near solar inverters,
perform the compensation for harmonic current that produced from converters and for remaining harmonics after
the PPFs can been operation.

5. Filter designs

5.1. Passive power filter designs

The PPFs design criteria must be respected from reactive power demand of the system.

QSystem = QFilter (1)

QSystem : Total reactive power from measurement
QFilter : Total reactive power to be supplied by the filter

QSystem = QF1 + QF2 + QF3 + · · · + QFn (2)

n : branch of f ilter

QF1 = QF2 = QF3 = QFn (3)

QF1, QF2, QF3 and QFn : Reactive power of each branch
A number of configurations discussed earlier are investigated, but could not be developed commercially because

of cost and complexity. They always have a simple structure, low cost and high reliability. In addition to absorb
harmonic basis, they can also compensate reactive power, improve power factor. In addition, the frequency of short-
capacity power supply is sensitive and influenced by load fluctuations. The property of a filter depends on grid
parameter, which changes along with the impedance and resonant frequency of short-capacity operation condition.
Thus, it is difficult to design an LC network for short-capacity grid. This problem can be solved and the design of
power factor approach to unity. Its expression of the impedance for the nth harmonic is [4,9];

Zn = R + j(ωn L −
1

ωnC
) (4)

The PPFs is designed based on reactive power and harmonic contents of voltage and current obtained either
from actual measurement data at harmonic source. In designing a filter the simplest possible construction is aimed
at which will satisfy the requirements for reactive power compensation and filtering and will be economically priced.
The most of data have a large percentage of distortion at 3rd, 5th, and 7th harmonics frequency. Therefore, the 3rd,
5th and 7th filters are designed to eliminate these harmonics as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The 80kVAR 5th filter design for HPFs [4,5].
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Fig. 9. A single line diagram for this system with PPFs.

The harmonic filters tuned to 150, 250 and 350 Hz, which consists of five branches of 220kVAR for reactive
compensation. The number of filter branches can be selected based on the percentage of the harmonic of voltage,
current and current value. For low voltage, it is recommended to use single tuned filters because of low cost and
high reliability. This paper recommended the PPF as independent short-capacity grid filtering and be able to keep
power factor approach to unity. The steady state analysis of PPF are performed using KMITL programs, which
was developed by Department of Electrical Engineering, KMITL [4,5]. A single line diagram for this system with
PPF is shown in Fig. 9. The harmonic and power quality problems can be controlled using a number of different
methods. However, the PPFs are preferable in terms of convenience, flexibility, highly reliability, low cost and low
maintenance. It can be easily integrated in to the power electronic systems. Estimated electrical parameters after
the PPFs installation are calculated as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Estimate electrical parameter after the PPFs installation.

MDB TR (kVA) %THDv %THDi kVAR P.F. Ifmax (A) I2 (A) I3 (A) I5 (A) I7 (A)

MDB1 1250 1.1 6 10 0.99 650 35 35 20 15
MDB2 1250 1.1 6 10 0.99 690 0 15 20 15

5.2. Active power filter designs

Currently, an effective way for harmonic elimination is the harmonic compensation by using passive and active
filter. The APF basically works by detecting the harmonic from power line, and injecting equal-but-opposite
harmonic component into the power line for compensating the harmonics. The following equation results to the
total harmonics current (IT H ) generally:

IT H =

√ ∞∑
i=2

I 2
i =

√
I 2
2 + I 2

3 + I 2
4 + · · · + I 2

∞
(5)

The following dimensioning equation takes in account the active filter limitation ∂i/∂t

IT HC =

√ ∞∑
i=2

[ii + ii (i − 1).5%]2 (6)

IT HC =

√
(I2 + I2..5%)2 + (I3 + I3.10%)2 + · · · + · · · (7)

IT HC peak = I2 + I3 + I4 + · · · In · · · + I25 (8)

Thus, using currents value at MDB1 in Table 1 and the 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic current which generated
from converter around 35, 35 A, 20 A and 15 A, respectively at 400 V into Eqs. (7) and (8). The total harmonic
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current for compensation (IT HC ) and peak (IT HC peak) would be 55.45 A and 105 A respectively and MDB2, the
total harmonic current for compensation (IT HC ) and peak (IT HC peak) would be 29.15 A and 50 A respectively. The
rating of active filter for each transformer is approximate about 100 A for rms current, 150 A for peak current and
300 A for neural current.

6. Results

The proposed harmonic filters were implemented and tested as seen in Fig. 10. The equipment has been inspected
and tested accordance with the technical specifications and they were found to meet all requirements stated. The
PPF passed the test and inspection without remark. In this case MDB1, the ISC and IL are equal to 21 kA and 650
A respectively. Consequently, the value of ISC /IL = 32.1 and MDB2, the ISC and IL are equal to 21 kA and 690
A respectively. Consequently, the value of ISC /IL = 32.2, corresponding to limits at 8%. The HPFs that designed
filter configuration complies with the IEEE 519–1992 standard.

Fig. 10. (a) two active filter; (b) active filter without cover; (c) layout (d) 3rd-PPFs1&2 (e) 5th-PPFs 3 & 4 (f) 7th-PPFs-5.

6.1. Harmonic and spectrum at MDB1

At MDB1, there is an electrical load that is the SPPS and SMPS will be the 3rd harmonic current, affecting
the operation of electrical and electronic equipment, causing heat and overcurrent in the neutrals and problems
for devices that respond quickly to unqualified electrical systems due to current and voltage harmonics, such as
unbalance current and voltage caused between neutrals and ground. From the results of the test, the number of
harmonic currents has occurred since the 2nd–9th order can reduce %THDi to be lower than 3.1%, as shown in
Fig. 11, therefore results in %THDv being able to control below 1 as shown in Fig. 12. After the HPFs are installed,
the waveform of the voltage and current is comparable to the sine signal as shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Normally
do not have to reduce the %THD value as low as this. But this building has an enormous amount of electronic
equipment, so it is necessary to maintain the best quality of electricity.

Fig. 11. Spectrum current (a) without HPFs; (b) with HPFs.

6.2. Harmonic and spectrum at MDB2

At MDB2, there is an electrical load that is the ac drive and SMPS will be the 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic
current, affecting the operation of electrical and electronic equipment, causing heat and overcurrent in the neutrals
and problems for devices that respond quickly to unqualified electrical systems due to current and voltage harmonics,
such as unbalance current and voltage caused between neutrals and ground. An HVAC ac drive provides the amount
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Fig. 12. Spectrum voltage (a) without HPFs; (b) with HPFs.

Fig. 13. Waveform of voltage (a) without HPFs; (b) with HPFs.

Fig. 14. Waveform of current (a) without HPFs; (b) with HPFs.

of energy needed to handle the instantaneous load of the heating or cooling system. Without a ac drive, the air of
an HVAC is system is controlled by throttling an inlet vane or braking an outlet damper. A better way to control
the airflow is using a ac drive that continuously regulates motor speed. When air needs are low, the ac drive will
use less energy. For example, when an HVAC system requires 50% airflow, the ac drive uses 21% of full airflow
energy, whereas an inlet vane control will use 65% of full airflow energy and an outlet damper control will use 87%
of full airflow energy. When there is an objective to save electricity, it is necessary to have an ac drive. But there
is unfortunate that using an ac drive often has harmonics, affecting the resonance in the system. There is a need to
attach a filter to prevent resonance. From the results of the test, the number of harmonic currents has occurred since
the 2nd–9th order can reduce %THDi to be lower than 3.1%, as shown in Fig. 15, therefore results in %THDv
being able to control below 1 as shown in Fig. 16. After the HPFs are installed, the waveform of the voltage and
current is comparable to the sine signal as shown in Figs. 17 and 18.

6.3. The grid current quality

For grid-connected applications, the %THDi is generally limited to below 5%. If using PPF alone, the result of
the harmonic current will not meet the requirements or more than 5%. In general, if using PPF alone, %THDi will
be at 7%–11% and cannot control the %THDi level to below 5%. Advantages of PPFs Is able to increase the power
factor and can maintain the %THDv level according to the target set easier. As for the use of APF, the current
level can be controlled to be less than 5%, but there is no good stability for some time, often stop working on their
own or trip when having to enter high current continuously and most importantly, the price is very high. When
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Fig. 15. Spectrum current (a) without HPFs; (b) with HPFs.

Fig. 16. Spectrum voltage (a) without HPFs; (b) with HPFs.

Fig. 17. Waveform of voltage (a) without HPFs; (b) with HPFs.

Fig. 18. Waveform of current (a) without HPFs; (b) without HPF.

both systems are used together, they can be used to be very high quality, able to control both the power factor and
%THDi as required, therefore the source of sharing between PPF and APF. The author uses this system to solve
problems caused by harmonic not less than 50 factories. For both transformers, they can reduce the level of %THDi
by less than 3.1% and %THDv can be less than 1%.
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Fig. 19. Measured active power(a) and %THDi (b) of the transformer at MDB1, as a function of time.

Fig. 20. Measured active power(a) and %THDi (b) of the transformer at MDB2, as a function of time.

7. Discussions

From monitoring and performance tracking after installing a harmonic current filter circuit with HPFs, it can be
used well without causing problems for the electrical system due to the ability to control the load and the harmonic
current to the design level.

7.1. Maximum loads and harmonic generation

The load curve in Figs. 19(a) and 20(a) of MDB1 and MDB2 confirm that throughout the 7 days are the same
and there is no reason to increase the harmonic current level due to load. Data recording will be done every 1 s
throughout this period. Assuming that there is an increase in the harmonic current level due to the actual load in
a short period of time, it can solve the problem due to the design and operation of the APFs has prepared current
150% compensation for 1 min, can cover all systems. From the three years of use, there is no significant effect on
this, so it can be realized that it can actually be used. The %THDi in Figs. 19(b) and 20(b) of MDB1 and MDB2
confirm that throughout the 7 days are the same and its can be confirm that HPFs maintain a good level of harmonic
current removal and are in compliance with the IEEE 519 standard.

7.2. Harmonics limitation

The proposed harmonic filters were implemented and tested. The equipment has been inspected and tested in
accordance with the technical specifications and they were found to meet all requirements stated. The HPFs passed
the test and inspection without remark. In this case, the value of ISC /IL = 32, corresponding to limits at 8%. The
HPFs that designed filter configuration complies with the IEEE 519–1992 standard is shown in Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 2. Current distortion limits for general distribution system In IEEE 519-1992 standard (120 V through
69,000 V).

Isc/IL <11 11 ≤ h < 17 17 ≤ h < 23 23 ≤ h < 35 h ≤ 35 TDD

<20 4.0 2.0 h 0.6 0.3 5.0
20 < 50 7.0 3.5 2.5 1.0 0.5 8.0
50 < 100 10.0 4.5 4.0 1.5 0.7 12.0
100 < 1000 12.0 5.5 5.0 2.0 1.0 15.0
>1000 15.0 7.0 6.0 2.5 1.4 20.0

where:
Isc = maximum short-circuit current at PCC.
IL = maximum demand load current (fundamental frequency component) at PCC.

Table 3. Evaluation harmonic and HPFs design results (%).

Harmonic
order

%Harmonic current IEEE 519

MDB1 without HPFs MDB1 with HPFs MDB2 without HPFs MDB2 with HPFs %Harmonic
current

A B C A B C A B C A B C

2nd 4.3 7.3 10.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 1.7 1.5 1.2 0.5 0.6 0.6 7.0
3rd 5.2 5.2 4.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 2.7 2.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 7.0
5th 2.5 1.8 2.1 0.2 0.9 0.2 7.5 8.3 8.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 7.0
7th 2.4 2.8 2.6 0.3 0.6 0.3 2.1 2.1 2.0 0.3 0.6 0.3 7.0
11th 1.0 2.2 1.0 0.2 0.6 0.1 1.7 1.7 1.5 0.2 0.6 0.1 3.5
13th 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.3 0.7 0.7 1.5 1.6 1.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 3.5
17th 1.5 1.5 2.0 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.5
19th 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2 2.5
23th 1.2 1.2 1.7 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.7 1.0
25th 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.0

TDD 8.8 10.3 13.5 3.1 3.2 3.1 8.6 8.8 9.4 3.0 3.1 2.8 8.0

8. Conclusions

When all filter was connected on the THD of currents decreased less than 3.2% both of MDB1 and MDB2. The
power factor approach to unity which are considered to be very good value for low and medium supply system.
Also, harmonic current has been absorbed effectively and supply current met the specified harmonic limits. The
HPFs are working 3 years ago, the problems such as exceed neutral current, power quality and harmonic resonance
can be improved. HPFs can control the unbalance current and 3rd harmonic current in neutral winding so they do
not appear in the system.
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